MINUTES OF THE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (PPG) MEETING
HELD AT MERCHISTON SURGERY ON 5 JUN 13
17 June 2013
See Distribution
Present:

Mrs D Rawlings
Mr P Rawlings
Mrs H Thomas
Mrs Carol Jones
Mr P Noble
Ms H Baldwin
Mrs G Chapman
Ms L Hemingway
Mrs W Grist
Mr S Oswald (SO)
Mr W Price
Dr I Turner

Apologies:

Mr A Bunn
Mrs E Russell
Mr D Cross
Mrs S Hart

Decisions and discussions

Action

ITEM 1 – MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
SO thanked everyone for attending the meeting and briefly
discussed the minutes of the last meeting and in particular the
2013 Action Plan and the current state of play:
PARKING
Due to a lack of available parking for patients the PPG wanted to
explore the possibility of increasing the parking area by cutting
back/removing the inner shrubbery surrounding the boundaries of
the Practice. Unfortunately, the original Practice plans included a
stipulation that a hedgerow would be required to provide
increased privacy for nearby residences. This precludes any
possibility of extending the parking area within the Surgery
grounds. The SO added that Sandlewood Court had been
approached regarding the use of their parking area but due to
possible expansion plans they were not prepared to allow access
for Practice patients. The PPG discussed the congestion around
the mini roundabout and Lloyds Pharmacy, which made access to
the Practice car park difficult. SO agreed to contact the Council
to see if anything could be done to reduce the congestion
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COMMUNICATION
The PPG felt that communication generally could be improved
and an electronic message board would be a key pillar in any such
initiative. SO informed PPG members that another
communication company had been approached with regard to
installing electronic communication boards in the Reception area.
As with the previous company the cost involved would be funded
from advertising sponsorship from local businesses. A list of
potential business investors had been forwarded to the company
and the Practice was more hopeful that sufficient interest would
be forthcoming.
INHOUSE PHARMACY
The PPG also wanted to revisit the possibility of a pharmacy
being built on the Merchiston site and the associated benefits. SO
informed the PPG that the Partners were unwilling to pursue an
in-house Pharmacy in the current climate. The decision was due
to recent structural improvements and associated costs and the
fact that central funding had been reduced in some clinical areas
with % targets increasing, which had increased the pressure on
the Practice to maintain current funding levels. The Partners felt
that they needed a period of stability and time to take stock before
embarking on another major project due to the significant start up
costs involved. However, the SO assured the PPG that the
project would be revisited again in the future due to the potential
patient benefits and financial gains involved if successfully
implanted.
ACCESS TO APPOINTMENTS
PPG agreed that any improvement in the availability of
appointments would be worth investigating. SO informed the
PPG that a GP appointments trail had commenced involving
shorter blocks of blocks with more breaks to provide the GP with
greater flexibility to manage their time with regard to visits,
admin, lunch breaks etc. In addition, patients could now book a
routine appointment up to 6 weeks in advance and a higher
percentage of appointments were being released in advance rather
than being held for release on the day.
Following a change of telephone provider (Midlands
Communications had taken over the contract|) and amendments
made to the Practice’s automated telephone system a trial had
commenced identify ways of improving the service provided to
patients. The main initiative was that additional staff had been
allocated to answer the telephone in Reception and in the Admin
Office. Whilst there had been some teething problems with the

updated telephone system the Practice were hopeful that the trail
would prove successful and the service to patients improved.
ITEM 2 – WILTSHIRE PPG MEETING – WED 12 JUN 13
SO informed the PPG that the meeting was for PPG members
only (no Practice Managers) and if anyone was interested in
attending to let him know.
ITEM 3 - CQC PRACTICE INPECTATIONS
SO informed the PPG that the Practice Management Team had
today attended a presentation regarding future CQC visits and
reiterated that a key part of any inspection was speaking/meeting
Practice PPG members. Any such meetings could take place
before, during or after a visit.
ITEM 4 – USAGE OF NEW CONSULTING ROOMS
SO informed the PPG that two of the new consulting rooms were
being used by GPs with the third room rented out to outside
organisation. Care UK are providing scanning facilities for both
Practice patients and others in the local area with the first clinic
due to held later this month.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
It was highlighted that there was no longer a clock in the
Reception area. Reception Manger informed the PPG that the
clock no longer worked. SO stated he would replace the clock.
ITEM 4 – DATE OF NEXT MEETING
It was agreed that the date of the next PPG meeting would be
Wed 4th September 2013 at 6pm.
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